Hominis Manducans Folia
By Skarabo Roger Jan 11, 2080
<Uploaded to Venezuela Shadow Net 11 Nov 2080 by Muka Pucat>
<My team and I ran across this plant while working our way through the jungles in Venezuela.
We were trying to cross into Aztlan territory without being seen. Our mage got hit first, dragged
away as he was throwing spells. I didn’t know what to think. I later found out it was a plant that
did it. My friends, three of them died that day trying to cross. I made it out along with our cargo,
barely.> Muka Pucat
Brief Description
This plant is dangerous to any creature that gets into its
reach, to include all of meta-humanity. It is a dark, rich green
plant with a large bulbous ‘head’ that looks like a flower that
isn’t open. It has many tentacle like vines, and a shallow root
system.
The bulbous head has hints of different colors highlighting
the mouth of the plant, and rows upon rows of sharp teeth to
eat even the bones of its prey. <I saw a troll shaman friend
get eaten by one of these. He threw spell after spell at it as it
drug him closer and closer to its mouth. The spells seemed
to not have any affect on it. Then it bit down on the trolls
head, ripping it off. It seemed to drain the blood while eating the body from the head to the
feet.> Cético
History
There is no known history of this plant ever existing on the planet. There was a comedy musical
that was made about a plant similar to this back in the 1960’s then again it was remade in 1986.
This movie was called “Little Shop of Horrors”. <Funny movie> Old Trid Lover
Post 2011 (Awakening)
This plant was not known before the awakening, and only seems to have appeared in more
recent times. There is nothing known about this plant other than it is dangerous and eats flesh.
<It seems to prefer magically awakened. The one I saw only attacked the awakened people
while ignoring the augmented, unless they attacked. Then it threw a cloud of spores at them
making them high as a kite, and unable to fight.> Was High Survived
Current Territory
This plant seems to be mostly in rainforests and jungle areas. It has not been spotted anywhere
cooler or dryer hinting that it needs the moisture and warmth of these regions.

<My team and I were hunting in the jungles in South America when we came across one of
these plants. We didn’t have any awakened meta-humans with us, so it left us alone. When we
came back through the area, it was not there, only a hole where it had been. These fraggers
can move.> Critter-hunter
Why Interest
There is nothing known about these plants.
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Initiative: 1D6+7
Limits: Physical 5 Mental 5 Social 7
Powers: Concealment, Dual Natured, Immune (Magic), Magic Sence,
Confusion, Drain Essence
Skills: Perception 5, Unarmed Combat 4 (Bite, scratch) Strength +5 P
damage, Stealth 5
Gamemasters Note:This is actually a critter that uses camouflage and confusion to make its
prey think it is a plant. This plant prefers magically active food as it drains mana from its victims.
It will ignore all mundane people unless attacked, then it will use it’s confusion and fight. If it
takes more than half damage, this critter will try and flee the area, pulling up its roots and
running away. It uses concealment and its stealth skill to make it hard to follow through the
jungle.
This creature would be sold for a mint to any of the mega corps as they have never seen one. It
is a newly awakened creature.

